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How does a network of documents grow without centralized
control? This question is becoming crucial as we try to explain the
emergent scale-free topology of the World Wide Web and use link
analysis to identify important information resources. Existing mod-
els of growing information networks have focused on the structure
of links but neglected the content of nodes. Here I show that the
current models fail to reproduce a critical characteristic of infor-
mation networks, namely the distribution of textual similarity
among linked documents. I propose a more realistic model that
generates links by using both popularity and content. This model
yields remarkably accurate predictions of both degree and simi-
larity distributions in networks of web pages and scientific
literature.

There are important social and economic implications in
explaining how the topology evolves in information networks

such as the World Wide Web. Although text analysis has been
used for a long time to analyze documents, extract their meaning,
retrieve information, and map knowledge domains (1–3), link
analysis is increasingly used by search engines and digital librar-
ies to estimate the importance or reputation of documents (4–6)
and to map documents into topical clusters (7–10).

A number of models have been proposed to explain the growth
of complex networks exhibiting characteristics such as the small-
world property (high clustering and low diameter) and the
scale-free property (power-law distribution of degree). A few
representative models are reviewed in Background. Which of
these competing theories is more plausible? In Validating Prior
Models, I show that the answer is none: Although they all
correctly predict degree distributions, they fail at predicting
another observable feature of the information network, namely
the distribution of textual similarity among linked documents. In
Degree-Similarity Mixture Model, I propose a growth model to
explicitly capture the trade-off between an author’s desire to link
related and popular documents. The model is validated against
two data sets: a network of web pages sampled from the Open
Directory Project (DMOZ; http:��dmoz.org) and a collection of
scientific articles published in PNAS. Web pages are connected
by hyperlinks and articles by citations. Numerical simulations are
used to generate predictions of degree and similarity distribu-
tions for both data sets.

Background
Since the discovery of scale-free and small-world phenomena in
web pages (11–15) and bibliographic collections (16–18), phys-
icists and computer scientists have developed growth theories
that model the behavior of authors linking new pages to explain
the emergence of these critical network properties (9, 19). Most
growth models are based on some form of preferential attach-
ment, whereby one node at a time is added to the network with
new edges to existing nodes selected according to some proba-
bility distribution.

In the best known preferential attachment model, a node i
receives a new edge with probability proportional to its current
degree, Pr(i) � k(i) (13). This so-called BA model generates
networks with power-law degree distributions, in which the

oldest nodes are those with highest degree. The copying model
and its extensions implement equivalent rich-get-richer pro-
cesses based on local walks, without requiring explicit knowledge
of degree (20–22).

To give newer nodes a chance to compete for links, an
extension of the preferential attachment model is based on
linking to a node dependent on its degree with some probability
or to a uniformly chosen node with the remaining probability
(23, 24). Such a mixture model generates networks that can fit
the power-law degree distribution of the entire web as well as the
different distributions observed in subsets of the web such as
university and business homepages (25).

Some theories have explored similar mixture models in which
links are created according to a trade-off between graph degree
and metric distance measures, showing that certain trade-off
regimes lead to power-law degree distributions (26, 27).

To study the decision process by which authors link docu-
ments, let us consider the relationship between the probability
that two documents are linked and their content (text) similarity.
Content similarity can be measured by the cosine metric tradi-
tionally used in information retrieval (1):

�c�d1, d2� �
�d1
� �d2

��

�d1
����d2

��
, [1]

where d� is a vector space representation of the text in document
d. Link probability can be approximated by a link similarity (or
neighborhood) metric defined as the Jaccard coefficient:

�l�d1, d2� �
�Ud1

� Ud2
�

�Ud1
� Ud2

� , [2]

where Ud is the set representing d’s neighborhood, which consists
of inlinks and outlinks for web pages and citations and references
for articles (in which case �l is akin to cocitation and biblio-
graphic coupling). To visualize the relationship between text and
link similarity, one can map the joint distribution of �c and �l
across pairs of documents. Fig. 1 shows two such maps, obtained
from collections of web pages and PNAS articles. These maps
demonstrate that for web pages as well as scientific papers,
authors connect documents in a way that is significantly (al-
though not strongly) correlated with the similarity of those
documents to their own. The Pearson correlation coefficient
between �c and �l is 0.10 for web pages (3.8 � 109 pairs) and 0.12
for PNAS articles (7.5 � 106 pairs).

To quantify the dependence of the web’s link topology on
content, I considered the conditional probability that the link
neighborhood between two web pages is above some threshold
�, given that the two pages have some content similarity �, as a
function of �:
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Pr����� �
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��p, q):�c�p, q� � �� , [3]

where p, q are two web pages. An interesting phase transition was
observed between two distinct regions around a critical distance
�* independent of � (28). For � � �*, the probability that two
pages are neighbors does not seem to depend on their content
similarity; for � � �*, the probability decreases according to a
power-law Pr(���) � ��, with the decay exponent � growing
linearly with �. This observation suggested a content-based
growth model in which an author tends to link a new page to the
most popular among related (similar) pages and with decreasing
probability to less similar ones. As in the BA model, at each step
t one new page t is added, and m new links are created from t to
m existing pages, each selected from {i, i � t} with probability:

Pr�i, t� � � k�i�
mt

if �c�i, t� � �*

c�c
��i, t� otherwise

, [4]

where m, �*, and � are constants derived from the data and c is
a normalization factor. This degree-similarity phase model ac-
curately predicted the degree distribution of the web pages in the

sample from which the data were derived and was the first model
to do so taking content into account (28).

Validating Prior Models
Given that all of the models described in Background can predict
the degree distribution of web pages and scientific articles, which
is most plausible and�or powerful in explaining the emerging
topology of information networks? To answer this question, we
need an independent observation from the data, in addition to
degree. I turned to the distribution of content similarity between
linked (neighbor) pages. Fig. 2 demonstrates that this distribu-
tion is qualitatively different from the background similarity
distribution for both web pages and scientific articles, clearly
indicating that content must play a role in the evolution of
information networks. I then looked for a model capable of
predicting both the degree distributions and the similarity dis-
tributions among linked documents. Such a model would be
more plausible than models predicting degree alone.

Fig. 1. Joint distribution maps for content and link similarity across pairs of
web pages (Upper) and scientific articles (Lower). Colors code the log10 of the
number of pairs with the corresponding similarity coordinates. The web data
are based on a stratified sample of 109,648 pages from the DMOZ, with their
inlinks and outlinks, crawled in 2002. The article data are based on the titles,
abstracts, and references of 15,785 articles published in PNAS between 1997
and 2002.

Fig. 2. Content similarity distributions for web pages (DMOZ) and scientific
articles (PNAS). The distributions across linked documents are clearly different
from the background distributions. The latter are exponential for both data
sets (exponential fit curves appear as lines in the log-linear plot).

Fig. 3. Content similarity distributions across linked pages generated by
simulating various growth models for web pages, compared with DMOZ data.
In all simulations the parameters are set to match or fit the DMOZ data: n �
109,648 nodes, m � 15 links, and, in the degree-similarity phase simulation, �*
� 0.25 and � � 1.7.
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The models in Background were validated by numerical sim-
ulations, with content similarity drawn from the exponential
distributions obtained by fitting the background distributions in
Fig. 2: Pr(�c) � 10	��c where � � 7 for web pages and � � 8 for
PNAS articles. The degree distribution of the data are well
matched by those generated by the mixture model (25) and the
degree-similarity phase model (28). On the other hand, as shown
in Fig. 3, for web pages the growth models that do not consider
content (13, 20, 25) predictably generate similarity distributions
across linked pages that mirror the background exponential
distribution. The degree-similarity phase model does somewhat
better, but it generates a distribution that goes to zero too rapidly
for small and large �c. Results are analogous for PNAS articles.
Thus, none of the growth models outlined above generates
distributions of textual similarity across linked documents in
qualitative agreement with the data.

Degree-Similarity Mixture Model
The class of mixture models has a free parameter that can be
tuned to fit the data. At each step, one new document is added,
and m new links or references are created from it to existing
documents. At time t the probability that the ith document is
selected and linked from the tth document is

Pr�i� � �
k�i�
mt

	 �1 
 ��Pr(i) , [5]

where i � t and � � [0,1] is a preferential attachment parameter
(Fig. 4a). In the degree-uniform mixture model (25) Pr (i) � 1�t,
the uniform distribution (Fig. 4b). Let us now introduce an
alternative degree-similarity mixture model in which

Pr(i) � � 1
�c�i, t�


 1�	�

, [6]

where � is a constant (Fig. 4c). Like the degree-similarity phase
model, this model is inspired by the idea that authors tend to link
new documents to popular and related ones and by the obser-
vation that link probability between two web pages decays with
decreasing similarity as a power-law Pr(���) � �� with � � 1.7
for � � 0.1 (Fig. 5). However, the free parameter � in the
degree-similarity mixture allows us to explicitly model the trade-
off between linking to related (similar) versus popular (high-
degree) documents.

To validate the degree-similarity mixture model, the networks
of web pages and PNAS articles were built by simulation and
compared with those obtained by simulating the degree-uniform
mixture model. Figs. 6 and 7 show the predictions generated for
web pages. Although both models accurately predict the degree
distribution, only the degree-similarity mixture model reason-
ably approximates the similarity distribution.

The PNAS article data were analyzed analogously to the
DMOZ data, yielding a conditional citation probability with a
tail that scales as a power-law Pr(� � 0.1��) � �� just as for web

Fig. 4. (a) In all preferential attachment models, a new page t is likely to be
linked to a page with high degrees such as i1. (b) In the degree-uniform
mixture model, there is also some probability to link to any random page such
as i2. (c) In the degree-similarity mixture model, t is more likely to be linked to
a page that has high degree but is close in content space, i.e., similar to t, such
as i3.

Fig. 5. Tails of conditional link probability Pr(���) as a function of � for pairs
of web pages (DMOZ) and PNAS articles, with power-law fit exponents � � 1.7
and � � 3.1 respectively.

Fig. 6. Degree distributions of web pages predicted by simulating the two
mixture models. In the degree-uniform mixture simulation, � � 0.3; in the
degree-similarity simulation, � � 0.2 and � � 1.7. All parameters were set by
fitting the DMOZ data.

Fig. 7. Distribution of content similarity among linked web pages predicted
by simulating the two mixture models.
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pages, but with a larger exponent � � 3.1 (Fig. 5). Figs. 8 and 9
show the predictions generated by simulating the growth of the
PNAS article network according to the two mixture models.
Both models accurately predict the distribution of citation
counts, although the degree-similarity model fits the data better.
Again, the degree-similarity mixture model generates a similarity
distribution in remarkable agreement with the data.

Conclusion
In this paper I have shown that existing growth models for
document networks generate the wrong predictions for the
distribution of content similarity across linked documents. Mod-
els that do not take content into account yield distributions that
are heavily skewed toward low similarities because those are
exponentially more frequent in the data. On the contrary, if
authors tend to link and cite related documents, one would
expect a similarity distribution with a fatter tail and a peak for
�c � 0, as displayed by both web pages and scientific articles. This
behavior is captured by the degree-similarity mixture model.

The similarity measures and document representations used in
the presented analysis and model are quite crude. Cosine
similarity here is based on simple term frequencies. The Jaccard
coefficient for link similarity not only is a rough approximation
of link probability for web pages but is further limited by
incomplete knowledge owing to the necessary reliance on search

engines for inlink information. One natural direction for future
work is to repeat the analysis and validate the degree-similarity
mixture model by using more sophisticated document represen-
tations and similarity measures (2, 3, 29, 30). Another is to
extend the validation of the model to see whether it can predict
additional properties of the networks, such as clustering coeffi-
cient and degree correlation (18, 22). Finally, further insight
must be gained by studying the relationship between the mech-
anism studied here (linking similar documents) and other pro-
cesses likely to play a role in the evolution of link�citation
networks, such as copying (22) and coauthorship (17, 18).

The results presented here strongly suggest that page content
cannot be neglected when we try to understand the evolution of
document networks. The tension between referring to popular
versus related documents provides us with a plausible and
unified model of how authors link nodes in such different
networks as the web and the scientific literature. This model
generates remarkably accurate predictions of how such a process
can lead to the emergent link and content structure of document
spaces.
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